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ANNOTATION



The behavior of an electron moving with arbitrary



velocity in a given strong low frequency radiation field



is considered- whenj-nOucea ompton ,sca tering isthe prfmary


mechanism of interaction of electrons with radiation. -t 
'The evolution of the energy spectrum of the 
electrons is invest'igated ina -diffU-lapprximat on, -and 
the equilibrium spectrum of relativistic electrons is found,' 

in a radiation field with a high brightness temperature. The 

induced radiation pressure, which acts on a moving electron 

and the induced heating rate of the &JIectron gas in an isotropic 

radiation field are calculated. It is shown that the direction 

of the induced force, in contrast to the well known spontaneous 

braking. force, depends -on the radiation spectrum. The condition 

of the form of the spectrum, under which the induced force 

can accelerate dlectrons up to superrelativistic Tnergies, 

is found. 
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Sciences USSR, Moscow,



The induced Compton scattering of electromagnetic radiation /3t



by free electrons (see survey Ell) can play an important part



inastrophysics, in the interaction of powerful radio emission



pulsars, quasars and other objects surrouhded by a rarefied



plasma [2-4], as well as under laboratory conditions, in



examination of plasma heating by laser, maser and ultrahigh



frequency unit emissions [5-7].



It is known that this nonlinear process [8] leads to



electron heating [5,9], the development of induced radiation



pressure [10,111, change in the radiation spectrum [121 and



in particular, the development of narrow spectral details and



solitons in the continuous radiation spectrum 131, to divergence



or convergence of the radiation beam [141, etc.



The questionrof the behavior of relativistic electrons



in a given radiation field is considered in the present work,



i.e., we will be interested in:



1. The energy distribution of electrons, in situati6ns



when the plasma is sufficiently rarefied, and scattering



processes, which result in electron diffusion in impulse space,



play. the basic part in establishment of the energy distribution



of the bJIectrons;



*Numbers 	 in the margins indicate pagination in the foreign text.





2. Induced radiation pressure which acts on free



electrons;



3. Relativistic electron heating by induced light



scattering.



Precise relativistic'formulas were obtained for all



quantities .which characterize electron behavior in an iso


tropic radiation field, which are valid for arbitrary electron



energies and arbitrary radiation spectra. The resulting



formulas are fairly simple and convenient for the calculation of //'4



induced effects, and they permit the study of both nonrelativistic



and superrelativistic asymptotics.



A large number of studies has been devoted to the question



of the induced interaction6f§radiation with a relativistic



plasma [15-17]. The relationship,of heating rate of mono


energetic superrelativistic electrons to their energies, obtained



in these works, are valid only for radiation spectra of a



given type. However, for precisely these spectra, the plasma



heating pattern differs qualitatively from monoenerg~tic electron



heating. This is connected with pulsed electron diffusion, as



a consequence of induced scattering [10], which washes out the



monoenergeti6 distribution in these spectra very much faster



than it heats them.[18]. At the same time, in a broad class



of spectra, the electron heating pattern differs from both



the results of works [16-17] and [18]. The induced effects



are analyzed in our work, for arbitrary radiation spectra.



In the case of a high brightness temperature of the



radiation field kTb .mc$,
allowance for induced electron heating



and cooling in spontaneous scattering results in establishment
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of the equilibrium energy distribution of -relativistic



electrons dNe/dsei-exj(-Asn), 4SnS5, as a function of the



radiation spectrum. The average electron energy in this



distribution is <s> lmc-(kTb)1/nt



Besides a systematic increase in electron energy, a


systematicchange in its impulse occurs in induced radiation scat

tering, i.e., induced radiation pressure acts on the electrons.



In an isotropic radiationfield, this pressure can be'-d-irec-ta



both opposite and in the same direction as the electron velocity, /5


depending on'the type of radiation spectrum. In the electron



rest system, this pressure was calculated in work [111, and it



was shown in survey [1] that, in this system, the pressure



always slows down the electrons. However, the presence of



induced heating in the electron rest system results in the


induced pressure in a laboratory system differing significantly



from the pressure found in work [11], and precisely the heating


results in a change in direction of the induced'ipressdiTr, in



certain situations.



The effects being considered, which devel'op upon induced



scattering of light by electrons, are classical, i:-e., they



ulimately do not include the Planck constant h. However, the



calculation of these effects in quantum language, in which



electromagnetic radiation is considered as a ihbton gas, is



significantly more convenient than the classical [19].



We will consider the electromagnetic ileld to be random,



and we will characterize it by the quantity N(v,n) the photon



filling number with frequency v and direction of propagation


+ 

n of phase space. Then, in this state, the probability of



photon scattering from any other state is proportional to


4

l+N(v,n). One corresponds to spontaneous scattering and
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N, to induced. The change in frequency of the photon upon



scattering by an electron moving with rafidom velocity Y, equals



[20] V---.



, n+ r eo 
' an
Ev
where 4.Ceandn' are the frequency.and direction of



propagation of the photon before and after scattering, .


- i/ 2 > c /16
T=(i-v'/c') is the velocity of light, m is the 
 

electron mass. When the Thomsem'approximation is valid, the



last term in the denominator of (1), connected with output,



is a small correction to the Doppler effect compared with



h. Thus, in the scattering of low frequency photons3by



electrons, the change in frequency is primary connected with



the Doppler effect. However, the induced scattering effects



owe their existence to this small correction connected with



output.



We proceed to the electron rest system, and we show



that, without accounting for output in induced scattering,
 


there is no exchange of either energy or impulse between
 


an electron and the radiation field. This is easily seen



from the following example. We place an electron in crossed



radiation beams. The induced scattering of photons from the



first beam is possible only in the direction of the second



beam, and the number of photons from the first beam scattered



from the second per unit time is proportion to NIN 2 . Photons



from the second beam with the same vblocity (proportional to



N1 N2 ) are scattered in the first, in which, by disregarding



output, the frequency in scattering remains as before. Thus,



with induced scattering, the radiation'fiAid does not change



and the electrons acquire n~it-h r impulse nor energy, i& e.,
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both induced heating and induced radiation pressure are



absent. In the reverse transition in a laboratory system



(where the electrons move At velocity ), the induced heating



and induced pressure rates are, in accordance with the Lorentz



tranform Q=W+t, Lf=L W, where Q and f are the rates of change

C2 

of energy and impulse in the laboratory system, and W and



t are the same in the rest system. It is evident that, if 

heating and pressure equalled zero in the rest system, they 

equal zero in any other inertial coordinate system. Thus, 

the pure Doppler effect makes no contribution to induced electron /8 

heating, and only allowance for the output effects results in 

the effects indicated. 

We note that the conditions of applicability of tIC Thomson



approximation are different in'ti-tcases of induced and



spontaneous scattering. This is connected with the fact that



induced radiation scattering by a relativistic electron occurs



mainly at small angles 1-nn'ul/y2 . In this case, the Thomson



&ppr6ximation is valid at hv<<mc 2y.
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We consider a system of electrons in a given radiation



field with high brightness temperature, when induced scattering



effects are important. Upon scattering radiation, an electron



changes its impulse both systematically and randomly. While



the impulse of an electron changes by a relatively small



amount as a result of each scattering, to find the electron



distribution function in impulse space , the Fokker-Planck



equation can be used, according to which



(2)
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Fig. I. Systematic Ap=fAt and random 6p

change of initial impulse p of group of electrons


in small time At, connected with pressure and


diffusion, respectively; induced pressure results


in relatively small value of Ap compared with


random 6p; the figure represents the situation


in the case of accelerating induced pressure and


nonrelativistic electrons; in this case, Ap is


proportional to p, and 6p does not depend on p.



where fi, the average force on an electron from the direction



of the radiation field, and Dik, the electron impulse diffusion



tensor in this radiation field, are determined by the formulas



'ti$ '\ J&?L(3)
/ ,.To _ L "'J C vL \;. .>... _ , _ 

here, /17



"-" '-,(4) 
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is the transmission of an impulse to an electron as a result



of a single scattering, and the Thomson scattering cross



section



4,~r P 5 

- -.-- .5 

In formula (3), one in the square brackets corresponds to



spontaneous scattering, and N(v',n') to induced. The quantity



ApiApkbh 2 . Therefore, spontaneous diffusion is a quantum



quantity and induced diffusion, classical [10]. This is
 


evident, if the diffusion coefficient is written as the



classical quantity, spectral.intensity



2 A [F__ (6) 

Written this way, constant h disappears from the expression for



induced Dik. The radiation pressure on an electron, both



spontaneous and induced, is a classical quantity. Calculation

4-. 

of find by formula (3) must be carried out, with allowance



for the first correction of hv/mc2 in the expression for



frequency v' in Api and N(v',n'). In this case, allowance



for the quantum correction to the. scattering cross section



gives a zero contribution. In calculation of the diffusion



coefficient, quantum corrections need not be taken into account


7- in formula (3). With this
at all, in substituting v'=v l , nfrml 3. ihti



substitution taken into account and with the use of formulas



(4) and (5), it can be shown, by direct differentiation of



formula (3), that the induced pressure fi ina-dik, and
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equation (2) coincides with the equation, which is known in



quasilinear plasma theory [21]. In the case of uniform electron /10



and photon distributions, equation (2) has the form



?WJQ1?j 12 (7) 

In the case of an isotropic radiation field, coefficient Dik



can be presented in the form



where Dz and Dt are the longitudinal and transverse diffusion



coefficients, respectively.



In this case, equation (7) is written in the following



manner



where AG is the angular part of the Laplacian in spherical



coordinates. We multiply both parts of equation (7) by



s=ymc 2 , and we integrate it over phase space. After substituting
I 

=qff- (q-p), we obtain the heating rate of monoenergetic



electrons. In the calculation on one electron



-(10)



In a similar manner, by multiplying (7) by p and substituting
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c=6(q-p), we obtain an expression for the radiation pressure



on a moving electron



The known expression for the spontaneous force [22] can be obtained /11



from formula (3) .



2
e2
8w e
where _T=7 (m---) is the Tompson cross section, and


Er=4Fdv is the radiation energy density.


c 

2. Ihduced PresswtrActing on Electron in Radiatiori Field



We find the expression for the induced pressure acting



on an electron, moving at velocity v=c in a given radiation



field, for simplicity of cLlculation, through; quantities



written in the electron rest system. In accordance with the



Lorentz transform



cnd ~sno~2 

where Ap=-(Vn-vln) and Ac=h(v-vt) are the change in impulse


c



and energy of the electrons in the rest system in single

1l1eos a



scattering, the Thoms6on scattering cross section C=re 2



re ms is the electron radius, cos a=nn', a is the scattering



angle, frequency of photon with hv<<mc' after scattering by



a rest electron v'=v-h1 7 (1-cos). By expanding formula (12) /12


'

N(v'Tn ) in a V-V power serie and by substituting the highest



(second of h) order terms, known beforehand not to disappear
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after integration by angle, we obtain an expression for the



induced pressure
 


I yme , 

Let an electron move in an isotropic radiation field with



a given spectrum N(v). Since filling number N is an invariant



quantity, the radiation spectrum in the electron rest system



(already anisotropic, of course) has the form



/(V,1)-N(v(-1e ot)t. (P4) 

Here and below, ncosO=L,
and the plus sign in the parenthesis



corresponds to the fact that n is the direction of the


t 

photon wave vector, which differs by angle u from the direct



from which we receive the photon.



Initially, we find the induced pressure in the non


relativistic limit. Expression '(14),in the first approximation



of Bl<< has the form__



N0) NI() f>-

By substituting this formula in (13) and by calculating the



integrals, with the expression for the scattering angle



cosc=cosecos0'+sinesine'cos(p-p') taken into account, by



recording the answer through the spectral intensity (6), we



obtain



ior, 45-r
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Here and everywhere further on, in calculation of effects 
 

connected with induced scattering, we assume that F(v) decrease§



more rapidly than v1/2, as v0.



It was pointed out in survey [] that the pressure in



the electron rest system always is directed against the velocity.



In distinction from this pressure (15), i.e., the pressure



calculated in the laboratory system can, depending on the



radiation spectrum, be directed both against and with the



electron rate of movement. For example, for spectra-of-the


v
form Fuvae- a, with 1/2<a<11/7, the pressure accelerates the



electron and, with a>ll/7, slows it down. The critical



value of index a depends on the rate of decay of the radiation



spectrum 'at high frequencies.



As an example, we compare the spontaneous and induced



pressures acting on a nonrelativistic electron, moving in an



isotropic., quasi-Planck N(v)=A[exp(h)-lY' radiation field.



The induced pressure in this spectrum is braking, and intro


duction of factor A>>l permits description of a situation with



a high radiation brightness temperature Tb=N(v)=AT, in the low



frequency hv<KkT region of the spectrum,.where N>>l. For the



ratio of the pressures, we obtain



Normally, the induced pressure constitutes a small correction



to the spontaneous (on the surface of the sun, it equals only



2.10-7). However, in an'astrophysical situation, for example,



near that of pulsars, the radiation is essentially nonplanckian



and the brightness temperature of the radio emission is tremendous, /14



Tb10°K lO2omcp. Under these conditions, the induced pressure

It "
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plays a major role in the interaction of the radiation with



the surrounding plasma. It must be taken into account, in the
 


interaction of powerful radiation beams with a rarefied laboratory



plasma.



For the case of relativistic electrons moving in an



isotropic radiation field, the induced pressure is determined



by expression (13), with formula (14) taken into account.



The result of exact calculations of the multiple integrals



included in expression (13) for the pressure, in the case



of arbitrary radiation spectra, is presented in the appendix.



The induced pressure, just as in the nonrelativistic case,



can, depending on the form of the radiation spectrum, both



slow down an electron and accelerate it. The sign of the
 


effect depends only on the behavior of the spectrum at low
 


frequencies. Thus, for spectra



asymptotic at Y>>l, the induced pressure at c>l slows down an



electron, and it has the form



4 S_# (le--d(4 )dy (17) 

and it behaves as y-3 [18]. Here,



Ar~vy)(18)



0



is a universal function, which, as we shall see subsequently,



determines the dependence of all the induced effects on the



radiation spectrum.
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In the case of spectrum (16), with l/2<c<l, the pressure /15



accelerates an electron, and its asymptote coincides with the



asymptotic heating rate (see the following section) in such



spectra, and it equals



3. Induced Electron Heating in Isotropic Radiation Field



An electron in a radiation field changes its energy



due to both induced and spontaneous scattering. Since the



heating of electrons due to spontaneous scattering is a



quantum effect proportional to h, it will not be considered.



In the case of a nonrelativistic electron and isotropic



radiation, the induced heating rate follows [5,9] from the



equation of A.S. Kompaneyets [8]



72 
air V5Nt) at'V Lfz.6T (19) 

Due to spontaneous heating, an electron can acquire an energy



on the order of the average energy of a photon in the radiation.



Radiation with a high brightness temperature Tb1 at low frequencies



is capable of more. It heats electrons to energies much greater



than the average photon energy, due to induced scattering.



Thus, radiation with a Rayleigh-Jeans spectrum F=-ci-kTb, at



0<v<vo0 and F=C and v>v 0-, hvo<<kTb, is capable of heating electrons /16



to energies <>=4kTeq_gTz (for the relativistic case, see



formula (24)). In the case kTb>mc2, which is not a rarity



under astrophysical conditions, electrons are capable of being



'Consideration of induced scattering is equivalent to a change


to high brightness temperatures.
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heated to relativistic energies. In this section, we



find expressions which determine relativistic electron



heating.



The expression for induced heating of an electron moving



at velocity v=pc is similar to that of the induced pressure



and, with the same designations, it has the form



-------- ~F' ---~ & a~ddiYw9AA'&'W~6 (20) 

In the nonrelativistic case B<<l, this formula gives result



(19). After integration (see Appendix), formula (20) leads to



the expression



12 2 a& (21) 
0 

fun+ti
where t(het 
 

/4 

and function is determined by formula (18). Tn the limit



S,W'«<l, the function 
 -~ 

G~(%l~'.~9~P~tcp 1+ (21') 

We note that the expression for Q does not change, upon 

substitution of 1 for -a. The behavior of Q, as a function 

of quantity y, is determined by the form of '(y) at small y, 
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i.e., by the radiation spectrum at low frequencies. In the /17



case of spectrum (16), at a>2, 5
 In the
Q my 	 case 1/2<a<2,
 
y 
 

we have Q%1-2y . At a=2, Qrvn 2y/y 5 .



4. Electron Impulse Diffusion Coefficients. Equilibrium State.



In an isotropic radiation field, the 	 electron impulse


where DZ=DikPPk
distribution functions obey equation 	 (7), 
 

p
1
and Dt=2(Dii-D). Quantity D. is calculated from general



formulas (3), with (4) taken into account, similar to the



case of quantities rin d and Q (see Appendix), and it equals



where,



,)
-f (+f
 
w ej- -- -------p 	 -p 

In the limit 6,6'<<1, in accordance with the result of [6],



%O fr~sftto_61Fp
G~heJ 9 	 (22') 

To flnd the form of Dt, we use the connection between %



and Dt, which follows from equations (10) and (11)



(23)
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Fig. 2. Electron impulse vs. a. electron heating


rate Q, b. difO4usion coefficients Dz and Dt and


c. induced pressure find for radiation spectra of


the type Fuvae-av; t~he dashed line corresponds to


a Wien spectrum with a 3 and the solid line, to a


spectrum with a=3/4; in the case a=3, Dj practie


cally coincides with Dt; in case c, a positive find


corresponds to an accelerating pressure; the values


are reduced to units of QO=iarhth2 fN2Vdv, D0 =mQo,


fo=QOc-1. mcO
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where W has the meaning of the rate of increase of energy by



an electron in its rest system.



M-

In the nonrelativistic limit, Dg=Dt=Q.



In the relativistic case, with y>>l, the behavior of



quantity Dt (as in the cases of Q and find). depends on the 
 

behavior of the spectrum at low frequencies. In the case of a



-2 - 2
Dft at c>l, and Dk3 
 a at
spectrum of the type of (16), 


l/2<<l. As it is easy to show, the asymptotic 'value of W is



proportional to y1, and the formula for W/y2c coincides with



and it is valid for any radiation
the formula for pressure (17), 
 

It follows from formula (23) and the asymptotes DZ
spectra. 
 
-
 2.
and W that, regardless of the radiation spectrum, Dt=mWy i. ..
 

We find the equilibrium electron impulse distribution



It follows from equation (9) that 
 teq(p)%exP[
function. 


[- DXfsP'- . In the nonrelativistic case, the problem of 

the electron energy distribution in their Comptoh interactions 

with radiation with a broad spectrum was solved by Zel'dovich 

and Levich [9]. The steady state function proves to be 

Maxwellian, with temperature 

2-id~r (2)4)



Wec-consider the case of relativistic electrons, which



" 
 
corresponds to the condition kTeq>>mc

2 . Depending on the



form of radiation spectrum (16) at low frequencies, the



electron equilibrium distribution function-has7the form



4/ (25) 

17 
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'm c 2 
 m)n


where n=5 at c>l and n=3+2a at l/2<<l, and parameter akTeq(mctn.



In this case, the average energy <E>=c<p>'ca-//n, and eq (25)



corresponds to a flat electron spectrum, cut off at high



energies by the spontaneous braking pressure.



5. Evolution of Electron Spectra of a Result of Induted


Scatteriong and Electron Gas Heating.



Analytical solution of equation (9) in the isotropic case, /20



with diffusion coefficient DL (see (22)), which is dependent on



impulse in a complicated manner, does not appear possible.



However, asymptotic solution of the diffusion equation at large



p>mc, where Dz(p) is a certain power function of impulse



D=Dop-k, is easy to find



(26)



where K=k+2. This solution is valid in the region of impulses,



where the sponanteous braking pressure can be disregarded, i.e.,



at p<<p> and in times t<.<K , when equilibrium distribution



(25) still has not been reached.



Based on the resulting solution, the electron gas



heating rate with induced radiation scattering can be found



aT c(P F(3 1/b? (27) 

By substituting Q from asymptote (21), we find that, depending



on the radiation spectrum at low frequencies (16),



-ee0184 
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The dependence of the relativistic electron heating rate on 

the average electron energies witha-spectrum in form (26) 

corresponds to this: 

(28)



In the case of equilibrium disti-ibution of electrons (25), 
 

their induced heating is compensated by spontaneous cooling.



However, cooling of the electron gas is determined by the high



energy..end of the electron spectrum, and cooling (at acJ),



by the presence of semirelativistic particles with p=mc,



since integral (27) is accumulated precisely in region p~mc.



In the case 1/2<c<l, heating is determined by energetic



electrons, which results in the same dependence of heating rate



on the average energy of electrons with distribution (26),



as for monoenergetic electrons.



Together with heating of the electron gas, w! consider



the problem of the time evolution of the average electron



impulse, as a result of induced scattering. Interest in this



problem is due to the fact that the induced radiation pressure,



in principle, can accelerate the motion of an electron up to



superrelativistic energies. It follows from equation (9) that



some induced processes (without allowance for the spontaneous



braking pressure) cannot in themselves lead to an equilibrium



distribution of electron energies. The effect of the spontaneous



pressure is equiValent to the presence of an effective



"reflecting" wall, at energies on the order of ?-e>. Since the



equilibrium impulse distribution is symmetrical, regardless of



the initial conditions in the direction of the induced pressure,
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the final electron distribution has zero impulse. However, the



direction of the induced pressure significantly affects the



pattern of evolution of the total impulse distribution. Thus,



in the case of a radiation spectrum which results in an induced



pressure accelerating in the helativistic limit (c<l), the /22



inequality D>>Dt is valid, and equation (9) (the spontaneous



braking pressure can be disregarded for the present) can be



written in the form



This form of equation corresponds to strong diffusion in



direction p and an increase in total electron impulse up to



<p> in the given direction.



6. Spectrally Narrow Radiation Lines



The formulas presented above for the quantities which


describe1the induced effects (electron heating rate, diffusion



coefficients, etc.) permit fairly simple calculation of them



for any specific radiation spectrum. In particular, it is



easy to carry out this calculation for existing characteristic



features of the case of spectrally narrow radiation, consisting



of one or more lines. This situati6n;occurs in cosmic masers,



or it can be brought into being in a laser experiment. The



case of one narrow line was considered in [6]. The basic



results of [61 (diffusion coefficients and electron heating)



follow.from formulas (21) and (22) presented above, with the



substitution of nonrelativistic expressions for functions



a( , ') (see (21') and (22')). In the case of one narrow line



v f a i ( ,))(see formula (18)) decreases



rapidly at 0>V0,For example, in the case of a line with a
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Gaussian profile N'exp[-(v-v) 2 /2(0v) 2 ], with dispersion



(6v) 2 <<v 0
2 , function rexp[vO 2 t2/(6v)2 ]. Therefore, the values



of DY and Q decrease rapidly with increase in electron



velocity. Thus, for a Gaussian line which is greater at /23



<.--theva-lues-of-I 
 and Dz=Dt- decrease at
3 

B>- with increase in 6, as 

a I 

output in the line. At the me time, a decrease in value of 

Dt with increase in Bis slower:



je
2377&@rF €(29?)
 

narrow lines
An interesting situation arises with several 
 

in the radiation spectrum. We consider the case of two lines



displaced with respect to each other by frequency Av<<6v 1 3 6v,


Av<v when the nonrelativistic
in which we assume that 
 1 =v2 


case is of interest.



At small <A the quantities which describe the induced



effects of both lines add up arithmetically. Quantity Fl'



, where
in formulas (29) and (29') is replaced by Fu+F 2 

F and F2 are the total radiation output in the first and 

second lines. However, at 2 c , an induced photonres.



line to another by scattering becomes
transition from one 

possible. Function 4 has a sharp maximum (with dispersion 
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'= --  
 ]<<l), at This results in a
2
vc


considerable increase in the induced effects at



-- _

~F2 :e~ 7/j~ (~) ~ ,P (30) 
Av



At the same time, overlap of the lines at s>--- shows up 
slightly in the quantity 

2% 


2377dFe) (30') 

Av

It is evident from this that, at P c, the difference in



the line frequencies Av (but not 6v and 6v2) plays the part



of effective width of the radiation spectrum. Thus, for



example, the heating rate of Maxwellian electrons with temper-'



ature kTe4mc2(Av)2 considerably exceeds the heating rate of



a colder plasma with kTe<mC2( c, _



In conclusion, we thank Ya.B. Zel'dovich and R.A.



Syunyayev for interest in the work and valuable comments.
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APPENDIX



As an example, we present the calculation of the value 
 

of W, for an electron moving in an isotropic radiation field



at velocity v=c . Quantity W, which has the meaning of the
 


rate of accumulation of energy by an electron in its rest



system, is determined by formula (23), and it equals



,WS tj-) A/ dd-' 

After substituting Ae=h(v-') and integrating over azimuth



angles and ", we obtain



where



-71J:+% , ' '3/u 
 

We present the scheme of calculation of angular integrals



in (A.l). We substitute (A.1) in the form



where K 4.' 'K Q~-4-KC S A()Xd 

and coefficients aik are functions of parameter . By


differentiating Ik, we obtain



j-
dv (A.3) 
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By integrating expression dIt LAV, by parts and-

dlk d

by using-(A.3) for v! and for - we obtain the



dv


formula



(+# (A.'4)



plus symmetric expression relative to the indexes. /26



By substituting the variables, we obtain



CS (P* YZ a (A.5) 

where (y) is the overlap function introduced by formula (18),



Y0=L--- At i+k#3, formula (A.4) is written in the form



S 'x .,'Y.-- . 

At i+k=3, this formula, after the limiting transition i+k--k3,



has the form -.



Is Y- 0 dL- (A.7) 

And, finally, by substituting the resulting formulas (A..5-A.7)



in (A.2), after the substitutions y -FI and y=yo=,+,



we obtain
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as "(where 

-" 

- s tfr)-fr 7 oL-_2: . •- ........... )



_%J(A. 9) 

In the nonrelativistic limit, with $,'«i /27 

'g)+L 

The superrelativistic asymptote gives 
2 

(A.10)-- - )( ) _ 

D=Dik PiPk, where Dik is determined by formula (3), is calculated, 

0ike find and Q), by changing to the electron rest system and 

After integrationby substituting Api in accordance with (4). 
 

over


,"A , x/.,- = 3If6fT\ 

where



By calculating this integral according to the scheme



represented above, we obtain expression (23).
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The induced heating is found by the formula (see (10))



P / 
The result is represented by formula (21).



In a similar manner, based on formula (23), we find


the quantity



where/f ,±I 9 
At .2'"c X(" 
 -


(A.12)



In the case I 

We find the induced pressure acting on an electron


moving in an isotropic radiation field from the relationship



(see (23)) 
 .



From formulas (21) and (A.8), we obtain



--3
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G - wwhere 

At;,-,,k<the expansion of af is combersome. In the case of



a tYi{4 radiation spectrum, we expand p in a 8' power series,



to the second order in 8. We note that, at 8'=O, the



relationship d- Iis satisfied. 
 After in integrating
 

expression f!ard8'Tand the necessary algebraic transformations,



we reach formula (15). For the case of a spectrally narrow



radiation (6v<, see section 6), at B>-, the first term of
V92 
 1


the expansion af- 1 05 - which corresponds to the relationship



JLY~ind- t2.tIn the superrelativistic asymptote af=-awy- 2,


for spectra, which fall to zero more rdpidly than the first 
 

power of the frequency and ar=aQ, with a slower decrease in



spectral intensity.



bOoip
 40,27QU
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